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Key Points.

◦ Decreased evaporation is important in set-

ting precipitation change from the addition

of a continent

◦ In a more comprehensive model, radiative

feedbacks dominate the interhemispheric

energy budget

◦ Balance between the area of low clouds and

continent sets the location of greater pre-

cipitation

The location of continents affects tropical3

precipitation in a variety of ways. Here, we ex-4

amine how the longitudinal extent of a North-5

ern Hemisphere (NH) subtropical continent6

impacts the distribution of tropical precipi-7

tation in two otherwise aquaplanet general cir-8

culation models of varying complexity. Dark9

continents are first studied with albedo set equal10

to the surrounding ocean. Then higher, more11

realistic continental albedo values are used.12

In the first simpler model, the addition of13

land decreases evaporation and precipitation14

in the NH, which scales with the width of the15

continent. In the second comprehensive model,16
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precipitation and circulation changes have zonal17

variation due to cloud and water vapor feed-18

backs. As the continent widens in this model,19

more precipitation shifts towards the conti-20

nent. In both models, a brighter albedo shifts21

precipitation southward. The difference in pre-22

cipitation responses between the two models23

points to the importance of radiative feedbacks24

in enhancing circulation shifts.25
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1. Introduction

Tropical precipitation falls where there is large scale ascent: in the monsoon regions26

and in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). As such, the dynamics of monsoon27

and Hadley circulations are key to understanding precipitation. However, it is hard to28

disentangle these two circulations: for example, during the solsticial seasons, the bulk29

of the Hadley circulation occurs in the region of the Asian monsoon [Dima and Wallace,30

2003]. Many studies have considered the monsoon in frameworks developed for the Hadley31

circulation [Chao and Chen, 2001; Gadgil , 2003; Privé and Plumb, 2007; Bordoni and32

Schneider , 2008; Merlis et al., 2013a], rather than through land-sea contrast [Webster ,33

1987]. As such, monsoon precipitation can be thought of as a seasonal displacement of34

the ITCZ over land.35

There are two strong constraints on the zonal mean tropical circulation: an angular36

momentum constraint [Held and Hou, 1980; Lindzen and Hou, 1988; Plumb and Hou,37

1992; Bordoni and Schneider , 2008] and an energetic constraint [Broccoli et al., 2006;Kang38

et al., 2008, 2009; Donohoe et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2014]. Angular momentum is39

nearly conserved when the Rossby number is large during the solstice seasons, but does not40

provide a constraint on the circulation strength [Bordoni and Schneider , 2008; Merlis et41

al., 2013b]. The energetic constraint, when applicable (see Kang et al. [2009]; Merlis et al.42

[2013b]; Shaw et al. [2015]), does provide information on circulation strength and the ITCZ43

location. Energy is transported from one hemisphere to the other by the upper branch of44

the Hadley circulation; by mass conservation, the lower branch transports moisture in the45

opposite direction. Because temperatures are constrained in the tropical free troposphere46
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[Sobel et al., 2001], temperature anomalies at the edge of the subtropics (which is related47

to midlatitude energy transport by eddies) can affect energy transport and circulation48

through the whole Hadley circulation regime. This relation between interhemispheric49

temperature gradients and tropical precipitation can help us understand shifts in tropical50

precipitation in the recent and deeper past [Chiang and Bitz , 2005; Broccoli et al., 2006;51

Frierson and Hwang , 2012; Hwang et al., 2013].52

We focus on the energetic perspective and examine how the presence of land affects53

tropical precipitation. We build upon Maroon et al. [in revision], which examines the54

addition of a single continent in aquaplanet models and found that precipitation shifted55

southward as the albedo of the continent was increased. In the more complex of the56

two models (AM2.1), the tropical precipitation response had azonal structure due to the57

formation of low clouds to the west of the continent. These low clouds had a strong58

SW cloud radiative effect that cooled the NH relative to the SH; this feedback reinforced59

the albedo forcing which tended to shift precipitation southward. This result led us to60

another question: what if the continent’s width spanned far enough to change the near-61

balance between the stratus cloud feedbacks and cloud feedbacks in other regions? Here62

we test how continent width affects the distribution of tropical precipitation and the net63

top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiation. Our configuration is similar to that in Merlis et al.64

[2013a], but the addition of radiative feedbacks and varying land geometries provides an65

interesting contrast between the two studies.66
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2. Models

We configure two GCMs of differing complexities as aquaplanets with simple conti-67

nents. The first model is the gray radiation model (GRaM), which includes the effect of68

latent heating by moisture, but does not include clouds or the radiative effect of water69

vapor [Frierson et al., 2006]. The second model is the finite volume numerics GFDL70

AM2.1 which has comprehensive parameterizations of atmospheric physics [Anderson et71

al., 2004]; the exact code used was first configured by [Shi and Durran, 2014]. Annual72

mean insolation is used in both models; simulations with a seasonal cycle are described73

in Maroon et al. [in revision].74

An aquaplanet simulation is used as the control for both models, and additional sim-75

ulations add idealized subtropical continents that vary in width. In the AM2.1 control,76

the width of the ITCZ is very narrow, and as a result, any precipitation changes in this77

model will be larger than in the GRaM. All continents span from 10◦N to 30◦N. Two78

continental simulations were conducted with GRaM: one with a 60◦ wide continent and79

one with a 360◦ wide continent. AM2.1 simulations with continent widths of 60◦, 120◦,80

180◦, 240◦, 300◦, and 360◦ are shown. The albedo of all continents is the same as that81

of the ocean in the subtropics; thus, the interhemispheric difference in net radiation due82

to surface albedo is near-zero. Because GRaM does not have clouds, the ocean albedo83

is set to 0.29 to produce more realistic energy budgets. In AM2.1, the ocean albedo is84

approximately 0.06 in the subtropics. Both models use similar versions of LM2 [Milly and85

Shmakin, 2002], but with differing land parameters. See Maroon et al. [in revision]; Scheff86
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[2014] for a description of the model and these parameters. Both models are spun up for87

5 years, with an additional 5 years used for climatology.88

3. Results

3.1. GRaM simulation results

In both 60◦ and 360◦ dark-continent GRaM simulations, precipitation decreases over89

the continent, in the NH deep tropics south of the continent, and immediately north of the90

continent (Figure 1a, blue lines). The time and zonal-mean moisture budget states that91

changes in precipitation (P ) are balanced by changes in evaporation (E) and moisture92

flux convergence. As shown in Kang et al. [2009], changes in the cross-equatorial moisture93

transport are proportional to changes in cross-equatorial energy transport, if changes in94

evaporation and gross moist stability are small. If changes in evaporation are not small,95

then there is a relation between changes in P -E (rather than P alone) and the cross-96

equatorial heat transport.97

In these simulations, the changes in tropical precipitation are dominated by changes in98

evaporation (Figure 1a, red lines). Evaporation has decreased because an unsaturated land99

surface replaced a previously wet surface. The surface temperature has also increased,100

due to the lower tropospheric moisture decrease promoting a dry adiabatic lapse rate,101

while upper-level temperatures remains the same. The increased heating of the continent102

drives lower-tropospheric convergence (Figure 1c) at the southern edge of the continent.103

This drives moist surface air toward the continent and away from the ITCZ, decreasing104

equatorial precipitation. Over the continent, the increased moisture convergence feeds an105

additional decrease in evaporation.106
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These precipitation changes occur only in the longitude bands that are occupied by107

the continent. Elsewhere, precipitation and evaporation change minimally. Figure 1a&b108

shows the 60◦ simulation precipitation and evaporation (light blue and red lines) mul-109

tiplied by a factor of six to directly compare with the 360◦ wide simulation. Because110

the hydrologic changes are zonally confined to the continental region in the 60◦ wide111

simulation, the response of precipitation is proportional to continent width.112

When the albedo is increased in the light continent simulations, there is a small increase113

in precipitation in the SH. Precipitation has shifted slightly southward across the equator114

in response to the interhemispheric difference in net heating. The change in precipitation115

is nearly linear with continent width in these light simulations as well. Figure 1b shows116

that the precipitation and evaporation responses between the 360◦ wide light simulation117

and six times the 60◦ wide light simulation are nearly the same.118

NH-SH precipitation, NH-SH evaporation, and the cross-equatorial energy transport119

measure the hemispheric asymmetry of precipitation and which processes promote it;120

Figure 2 shows these quantities for all the simulations and summarizes the changes in121

each simulation. For both dark continents in GRaM, the change in NH-SH evaporation122

almost completely balances the change in NH-SH precipitation (the bright red markers123

in Figure 2a). The change in energy transport across the equator is not responsible124

for the precipitation changes. In Figure 2b, the 360◦ dark simulation (red square) has125

increased northward energy transport and northward shifted precipitation when compared126

to the 60◦ continent (red circle). If anomalous Hadley circulation transport changes were127

responsible for P − E changes, you would expect these two quantities to be oppositely128
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related. Instead, the land-induced circulation change in this simulation is shallow (Figure129

1c), which changes the gross moist stability. With a minimum in moist static energy in the130

mid-troposphere, there is negative gross moist stability in the bottom-heavy circulation131

[Back and Bretherton, 2006]. This reverses the relation between energy transport and132

P − E that will be seen later with the AM2.1 simulations that have deep circulation133

changes.134

In the light continent simulations where there is a more visible shift, NH-SH evaporation135

balances approximately 90% of the change in NH-SH precipitation (light red markers in136

Figure 2). After accounting for evaporation, only 10% of the precipitation change can be137

attributed to a change in cross-equatorial energy transport.138

3.2. AM2.1 simulation results

In the AM2.1 simulations with dark continents of varying width, there are also no-139

ticeable hemispheric changes in both precipitation and evaporation in the deep tropics140

and NH subtropics (Figure 1d&e, and dark blue markers in Figure 2a). As mentioned141

above, shifts in precipitation are larger than in their GRaM counterparts because of the142

sharper ITCZ in AM2.1. Regardless of continent width, evaporation decreases over the143

continent about the same absolute amount as in the GRaM simulations, again because of144

decreased surface water availability. The higher land surface temperature in AM2.1 also145

induced surface convergence at the edge of the southern continent, again like the GRaM146

simulations (Figure 1f).147

However, in contrast to the GRaM simulations, the location of greater precipitation148

changes with continent width. As the continent width increases, precipitation shifts more149
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into the NH (Figure 2 and Figure 3). In these dark simulations, the changes in evap-150

oration do not explain the changes in precipitation, which are much larger and oppose151

the evaporation changes (Figure 2a). NH evaporation decreases, while NH precipitation152

increases. The change in heat transport across the equator balances the change in the153

NH-SH P − E (Figure 2b). A deep anomalous Hadley circulation transports heat from154

NH to SH and moisture from SH to NH, countering the decrease in evaporation. The155

larger the change in energy transport across the equator, the larger the change in zonal156

P −E.157

For the narrower continents, the change in the zonal structure of precipitation is com-158

posed of opposing regional changes in precipitation (shading in Figure 3). To the west of159

the continent, low stratus clouds form which cool the SST in the NH and shift precipita-160

tion in this region southward. This effect decreases slightly as the continent widens, but161

the bulk of the SW cloud radiative effect (CRE) from these low clouds largely remains162

until the 360◦ continent paves over the whole NH subtropical ocean (shading in Figure 4).163

In the continental region, precipitation shifts toward the hot continent and decreases164

along the equator in association with an anomalous overturning cell that has its ascending165

branch at the southern edge of the continent (Figure 1f). To the east of the continent,166

precipitation also shifts slightly into the NH. As the continent widens, more precipitation167

shifts toward the continent relative to the southward stratus-related shift, which decreases168

slightly in extent with continent width. As a result, the wider the continent is, the169

more precipitation there is in the NH. The northward precipitation shift in this zone is170

proportional with the width of the continent (Figure 1d and Figure 3). The wider the171
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continent, the wider the ascending region. We can understand the zonal precipitation172

shift as the sum of a southward shift in the stratus region and a northward shift that173

increases with continent width. Both regional shifts act to move precipitation away from174

the equator in the zonal mean (Figure 1d).175

As more precipitation shifts toward the continent, deep clouds and greater moisture also176

shift into the NH. As a result, where precipitation increases, there is also an increase in NH177

energy content due to decreased outgoing net radiation (Figure 3). In the dark AM2.1178

continent simulations, the combined longwave (LW) CRE and LW clear-sky radiation179

(which both increase energy in the hemisphere with precipitation) are greater than the180

shortwave (SW) CRE (which acts to decrease energy in the hemisphere with precipitation).181

Having greater TOA net LW than SW results in greater absorbed energy in the NH than182

SH (contours and shading in Figure 4). Given the complexity of cloud parameterizations,183

other GCMs could have a different balance between TOA LW and SW. The changes in net184

TOA radiation in the SH are small in comparison to the NH changes in the continental185

region. Because the change in TOA net radiation from clouds and water vapor acts186

to increase the cross-equatorial energy transport, these cloud and clear-sky effects are a187

positive interhemispheric feedback that further increases the interhemispheric asymmetry188

of precipitation and the anomalous Hadley circulation.189

The increase in NH precipitation with continent width can be understood through the190

sum of regional changes; the amount of net radiation in the NH continental region increases191

with continent width, while the reflected SW in the stratus cloud region stays the same192

size. Aw a result, there is a relation between continent width and P − E (triangles in193
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Figure 2b). Aside from the surface change from the dark continent, there is no other forced194

asymmetry between the hemispheres. The cloud and water vapor feedbacks amplify the195

large changes in zonal precipitation.196

When the albedo of the 60◦ and 360◦ wide continents is increased to 0.20 and 0.30, the197

northward precipitation shift decreases (light blue and green markers in Figure 2). The198

higher NH surface albedo creates an interhemispheric asymmetry in net TOA radiation199

between the hemispheres that shifts precipitation southward relative to the dark conti-200

nent. When the 360◦ wide AM2.1 continent has an albedo of 0.20, there is almost no201

interhemispheric precipitation asymmetry: the surface albedo has NH-SH net TOA radi-202

ation that is countered by the oppositely-signed NH-SH net TOA radiation from the cloud203

and water-vapor feedbacks from the land-induced circulation. The cloud and clear sky204

feedbacks in the continental region are key for setting the overall zonal response. With a205

continental albedo of 0.30, in both the 60◦ and 360◦ continents, zonal mean precipitation206

shifts into the SH. Once albedo is high, the change in NH-SH precipitation is roughly the207

same for the 60◦ and 360◦ wide continents and additional energy transport has little effect208

(green markers in Figure 2); instead, additional changes in E now balance changes in P .209

4. Discussion

We have shown that the response of tropical precipitation to a simple idealized conti-210

nent can vary greatly depending on the characteristics of that continent and the specifics211

of the GCM used. Without cloud or water vapor radiative feedbacks, the change in trop-212

ical precipitation location in GRaM simulations is almost completely due to changes in213

evaporation over the added land surface. Regardless of continent width, the change in214
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precipitation is local to the band where land is added. Precipitation decreases in the NH,215

and displays a small southward shifts if the albedo of continent is higher than that of the216

ocean.217

In AM2.1 simulations, there are larger changes in precipitation, evaporation, and circu-218

lation. The NH-SH precipitation asymmetry is composed of a precipitation shift toward219

the continent and a precipitation shift away from the stratus deck that forms downstream220

of the continent. As the continent widens, the precipitation that is drawn toward the221

continent in a monsoon-like flow also widens, and becomes relatively larger than the222

southward precipitation shift in the stratus region. Changes in LW CRE, SW CRE, and223

clear sky radiation accompany the precipitation shift. The net TOA LW outweighs the224

SW CRE from the deep convective clouds and the stratus deck. With no initial land-ocean225

albedo difference, these changes in net radiation due to the cloud and clear sky feedbacks226

are responsible for amplifying the northward shift zonal mean precipitation. Increasing227

albedo shifts precipitation away from the hemisphere with the continent, modulating the228

effect of continental width.229

If we compare the change from aquaplanet in GRaM and AM2 in the dark-albedo 360◦230

simulations, the precipitation responses in the models are quite different from each other231

though both have anomalous ascent at the continent’s southern edge. In GRaM, precip-232

itation decreased in the continent’s hemisphere, while in AM2.1, precipitation shifted to233

the continent. While in GRaM, this precipitation change is attributed to evaporation,234

energy transport across the equator in GRaM is northward, while it is also southward in235

its AM2.1 counterpart. In GRaM, energy transport at the equator is northward due to236
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greater OLR over the hot continent. In AM2.1, energy transport is southward due to the237

combination of positive LW CRE and decreased clear-sky OLR that outweighs the neg-238

ative SW CRE in the tropical and subtropical NH. Although there are other differences239

between the two models, the difference in the direction of cross-equatorial energy trans-240

port is likely due to the presence of cloud and water vapor feedbacks in AM2.1. When the241

continent heats up in AM2.1, it does not radiate the energy to space as GRaM’s continent242

does; the feedbacks invert the energy transport response at the equator from what would243

be expected in their absence. As recently shown by Shaw et al. [2015], feedbacks can play244

unexpectedly important roles in the zonal rectification of equatorial energy transport and245

precipitation shifts.246

These simulations are idealized, but they support the suggestion in Frierson et al. [2013]247

that the role of the Sahara in isolation would be to decrease NH energy content and shift248

zonal mean precipitation southward. It also points to the importance of interhemispheric249

radiative feedbacks on the land circulation. With uncertainty in the relative SW and LW250

responses of clouds across models, whether a land-induced anomalous zonal circulation is251

enhanced or damped by the cloud response could vary in other models.252
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Figure 1. Changes in precipitation, evaporation, and circulation in GRaM and AM2 simula-

tions. Panel a shows the changes in precipitation (blue) and evaporation (red) from simulations

with dark continents that are 60◦ wide (light colors) and 360◦ wide (dark colors). Panel b shows

the equivalent quantities for the same continent but with a brighter land albedo. The changes

for the 60◦ continents have been multiplied by a factor of six for comparison to the 360◦ sim-

ulations. Panel c shows the change in overturning streamfunction for the dark 360◦ continent

GRaM simulation. Panels d-f show equivalent values for the AM2.1 simulations. Changes are

relative to each model’s aquaplanet simulation.
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Figure 2. Changes in zonal mean precipitation, evaporation, and cross-equatorial atmosphere

heat transport in AM2.1 simulations. Panel a shows the change in NH-SH zonal mean precipita-

tion versus NH-SH zonal mean evaporation. Panel b shows the change in NH-SH zonal average

P-E versus the change in cross-equatorial atmospheric energy transport. The NH-SH values are

the average precipitation (or evaporation) for the hemisphere. Changes are relative to the aqua-

planet simulation. Dark markers indicate the dark continent simulations, while light markers

indicate the light continent simulations. Red markers indicate GRaM simulations, while blue

and green markers indicate AM2.1 simulations. Circles indicate simulations with 60◦ wide conti-

nents, squares indicate 360◦ wide simulations, and triangles indicate continents with intermediate

width continents.
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Figure 3. Changes in precipitation (shading) and TOA net radiation (contours) for AM2.1

continent simulations. Changes from the aquaplanet simulation are shown for the 60◦ (a), 120◦

(b), 180◦ (c), 240◦ (d), 300◦ (e), and 360◦ (f) wide continents. Net radiation is defined as positive

(solid) where it adds heat to the Earth and negative (dashed) where heat is lost from the Earth.

Contours are every 10 W m−2.
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Figure 4. Changes in LW (contours) and SW (shading) for AM2.1 continent simulations.

Changes are relative to the aquaplanet and for the same simulations in Figure 3. LW and SW

radiation are positive where heat is added to the Earth. Contours and shading are every 15 W

m−2. Solid contours are positive while dashed contours are negative.
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